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This thesis investigates Outdoor Augmented Reality (AR) especially for scene creation
and exploration aspects.We decompose a scene into several components: a) Device, b)
Target Object(s), c) Task, and discuss their interrelations. Based on those relations we
outline use-cases and workflows. The main contribution of this thesis is providing AR
oriented workflows for selected professional fields specifically for scene creation and ex-
ploration purposes, through case studies as well as analyzing the relations between AR
scene components. Our contributions inlude, but not limited to: i) analysis of scene com-
ponents and factoring inherintly available errors, to create a transitional hybrid tracking
scheme for multiple targets, ii) a novel image-based approach that uses building block
analogy for modelling and introduces volumetric and temporal labeling for annotations,
iii) an evaluation of the state of the art X-Ray visualization methods as well as our pro-
posed multi-view method. AR technology and capabilities tend to change rapidly, how-
ever we believe the relation between scene components and the practical advantages their
analysis provide are valuable. Moreover, we have chosen case studies as diverse as possi-
ble in order to cover a wide range of professional field studies. We believe our research is
extendible to a variety of field studies for disciplines including but not limited to: Archae-
ology, architecture, cultural heritage, tourism, stratigraphy, civil engineering, and urban
maintenance.
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AÇIKHAVA ARTIRILMIS¸ GERÇEKLI˙K
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Mustafa Tolga Eren
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Supervisor: Doç. Dr. Selim Balcısoy
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Ortamında Bilgi Notları, Sahne I˙ncelenmesi, X-Is¸ını Görselles¸tirme
Bu tez Artırılmıs¸ Gerçeklik (AG) ortamında sahne yaratılması ve incelenmesi konularını,
özellikle açıkhava ortamında aras¸tırma amacını güder. Bu amaçla AG sahneleri üç temel
biles¸ende incelenip; a) Cihaz, b) Hedef Obje(ler), c) Görev, ve bu maddelerin kendi
içlerindeki ilis¸kileri tartıs¸ılmıs¸tır. Bu ilis¸kiler dog˘rultusunda kullanım senaryoları ve is¸
akıs¸ları tanımlanmıs¸tır. Tezin literatüre ana katkısı, profesyonel çalıs¸malara odaklı olarak
sag˘lanan açıkhava AG is¸ akıs¸ları ve bu is¸ akıs¸larının sahne biles¸enleriye olan ilis¸kilerinin
incelenmesinden kaynaklıdır. Dig˘er katkı noktaları ise s¸öyle sıralanabilir: i)Sahne biles¸en-
lerinin içsel hatalarının tespit edilmesi ve incelenmesi. Bu inceleme dog˘rultusunda ortaya
çıkan, sahnedeki hedefleri takip etmeye yarayan, geçis¸lere uygun s¸ekilde hazırlanmıs¸,
melez bir izleme methodu. ii)Resim tabanlı, blokların birbirne bag˘lanması ile is¸leyen
bir teknig˘in modelleme amacıyla tanıtılması. Ayrıca, sahnelere eklenen bilgi notlarının,
hacimsel ve zamansal olarak da incelenmesi ve uyarlanması. iii)Güncel X-Is¸ını görsel-
les¸tirme tekniklerinin deneysel bir metod ile kars¸ılıklı incelenmesiyle çıkan sonuçlar ve
bu sonuçlar dog˘rultusunda tasarlanan çok yüzeyli yeni bir görselles¸tirme teknig˘i. AG
teknolojisi ve getirileri hızlı bir s¸ekilde deg˘is¸mekte olsa bile, sahne biles¸enlerinin kendi-
leriyle ve kullanıcıyla olan ilis¸kisinin incelenmesinden dog˘an pratik getirilerin deg˘erli ve
kalıcı oldug˘u kesindir. Bu tez içerisinde yer alan fikir ve çalıs¸maların s¸u çes¸itli alanlara da
uyarlanabileceg˘ini düs¸ünmekteyiz: Arkeoloji, mimari, kültürel miras, turizm, stratigrafi,
ins¸aat ve s¸ehircilik.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
At first, Augmented Reality (AR) was an exclusive research area for military and aca-
demic studies. In these early days, largely due to the equipment availability and cost,
AR was only investigated through these channels for almost three decades. However, by
the end of 2012, the number of smartphones in circulation has grown to roughly one bil-
lion, meaning there are at least one billion readily available AR capable devices [1]. This
should have formed an AR industry for commercial as well as professional applications.
Nonetheless, if we look into currently available AR applications in two dominant market
spaces, namely Apple’s App Store and Google’s Play Store, we find the total number of
AR applications to be around 7500 out of 1.7 million total [2, 3].
One question to consider is; “Why has AR not achieved its potential traction within
smartphone community.” One answer to this question is the range of available applica-
tions. Currently, most of the available applications are either for advertorial or gaming
purposes. Even though these applications are popular, they are very short lived since they
offer limited replay value or lose impact factor after a few iterations. We are interested in
AR approaches that help users to perform their daily duties faster and better. For this pur-
pose we focus on professional fields where there exist tasks that can be improved through
AR.
Another possible answer is the technology is not well investigated towards user expe-
rience and needs. Especially if we consider aiding professionals in the field. Only four
out of 85 academic publications in the last year were targeted around aiding professionals,
in major AR related venues [4, 5].
We believe careful investigation of AR capabilities and applicable fields can produce
1
optimal experiences that may help AR to gain traction within professional community.
To further investigate this topic, we employ a bottom-up approach and start with a simple
question:
What kind of AR technology is most suitable for a given scene?
In outdoor AR context, a scene can be decomposed into several components:
1. a) Device
2. b) Target Object(s)
3. c) Task
As a) devices we consider current generation smartphones, tablets and ultra-mobile per-
sonal computers (UMPC). The first two are readily available for the majority of population
in developed countries. The latter offers more extendibility and the availability to include
external hardware.
b) Targets are abstract concepts for objects of interest. A target can represent anything
from a building to a pipe that is buried underground.
In Chapter 3, we look into the relation between a) Device and b) Target(s) through in-
trinsic errors included in the localization process. Specifically, inertial sensor and Global
Positioning System (GPS) errors are studied. The investigation and discussion in this
chapter aim to shed some light onto underlying behaviors of Outdoor AR challenge.
The error analysis for the localization process is heavily investigated in the literature
[6, 7]. However we are interested in the visual impact of these errors and their acceptable
ranges. Our findings point out that there may be an optimal region for competing tracking
approaches. In example, visual tracking is most suitable in ranges from 5 meters to 45-60
m depending on the geometry of targets, on the contrary sensor based tracking becomes
more viable as the distance between the object and user increases, in our findings the ideal
region for sensor based tracking is for distances over 75-100m.
Also in Chapter 3, through a case study we propose a platform that can localize and
track targets using either visual or sensor based approaches. Multiple objects exist in the
same scene and tracked with optimal approach utilizing a transitional model.
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Arguably c) Task is the essential component for defining requirement sets for the
outdoor AR. We hypothesize AR technology should be task oriented and now through the
analysis in Chapter 3, we have some inner knowledge of the related factors. In order to
investigate these findings further we define two diverse tasks for aiding professionals in
the field:
1. i. Modelling and Annotation
2. ii. Exploration and Measurements
Task i) is designed for building-sized objects that are 50-75m away and detailed in Chapter
0. Through this task we first analyze rapid modeling approaches for buildings. Then we
focus on annotation creation and visualization. Due to the nature of the task and distances
involved, we opted to use a sensor based localization approach.
We propose a novel rapid image-based modeling approach that uses building block
analogy. We also introduce volumetric and temporal annotations. By a preliminary user
study we confirm our approach is rapid and takes less than 15 minutes from scratch to an
annotated object.
On the other hand, task ii) is designed for smaller objects, specifically underground
pipe networks where the pipes are 10-50cm in diameter and discussed throughout Chapter
5. This task is aimed at visualizing obstructed objects that cannot be seen with the naked
eye. Upon locating these objects, we discuss how to explore and measure targets through
a multi-view visualization approach.
For this task we have implemented several state of the art X-Ray visualization methods
as well as our proposed multi-view method. Via a user study we define requirement sets
for the optimal usage of these techniques. To best of our knowledge, this is the first
user study that investigates the vertical depth judgments for X-ray visualization. Our user
study reveals that there are situations even the simplest visualization technique can be
useful, and provide insight when to use more complex methods.
The main contribution of this thesis is providing AR oriented workflows for selected
professional fields specifically for scene creation and exploration purposes, through case
studies as well as analyzing the relations between AR scene components. Each case study
is targeted towards varying real life requirements and outdoor AR challenges. We have
chosen the case studies as diverse as possible in order to cover a wide range of professional
tasks.
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Modeling objects, viewing and editing annotations, exploring existing scenes and
making measurements of hidden objects are tasks applicable to a wide variety of profes-
sional fields such as: Archaeology, architecture, cultural heritage, tourism, stratigraphy,
civil engineering, and urban maintenance. We believe AR has a place in the professional
workflow, however this can only be achieved with careful analysis of scene components.
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Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1 Brief Introduction to Augmented Reality
Augmented reality (AR) is a live, direct or indirect, view of a physical, real-world en-
vironment whose elements are augmented by computer-generated sensory input such as
sound, video, graphics or GPS. It is related to a more general concept called mediated
reality, in which a view of reality is modified [8].
The AR technology functions by enhancing one’s current perception of reality. Some
researchers insist definition of AR should also involve interactivity of the user [9]. How-
ever this feature is present in the most recent applications and studies of the field. In this
section we will first examine the earliest and primitive examples of Augmented Reality
and make our way into the modern definition. AR related studies up to 2001 are examined
in Azuma et al.’s work [10, 11].
Figure 2.1: A rear view mirror found in almost every automobile since 1914
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Figure 2.2: Gyro gunsight display system from Spitfire Mk V fighter plane
Figure 2.3: Heads-Up-Display system of an F/A-18C
Figure 2.1 shows an image of a rear view mirror found in almost every terrestrial
vehicle since its introduction into manufacturing process in 1914 [12]. A rear view mirror
exist in user’s, in this case driver’s, viewport and supplies additional information about
the real world that the driver normally cannot see, improving road safety conditions and
possibly avoiding accidents. Although simple, the device is capable of enhancing one’s
field of view with additional information, hence can be seen as of the earliest usage of this
technology in commercial hardware. However the additional view is not generated by a
computer.
In order to find first digital images used in augmented reality we have to look into
military research field. One of the earliest usage in this sense can be found in military
aircrafts from 1950s. Figure 2.2 demonstrates a gyro gunsight display system mounted
on a Spitfire Mk V [13]. A gyro gunsight is a reflector sight that visualizes the amount
of aim-off and bullet drop due to plane’s angular rotation. These reflector sights allowed
gunners to see the actual paths the bullets would follow as can be seen in the right side of
Figure 2.2. Gyro gunsights generally used analog technology and utilized an electrically
controlled camera and projector setup.
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Figure 2.4: Sutherland et al.’s Sword of Damocles setup.
Next iteration of gyro gunsights were heads-up-display (HUD) systems. A HUD is
a transparent visualization system that overlays computer generated images. In military
aircraft sense these contain the information of gyro gunsights as well as additional aviation
related statistics. In Figure 2.3 a modern HUD system can be seen. Although first found
in military aircraft, by 2000s almost every commercial aircraft contains HUD systems
[14].
In academics Sutherland’s early work opened up several research possibilities and
can be cited as the earliest Virtual Reality (VR), AR and Head Mounted Display (HMD)
system in academia [15], photographs from the device can be seen in Figure 2.4. Tough
the ‘Augmented Reality’ term was not coined until 1992 by Caudell et al [16].
Following Sutherland’s work Feiner et al. introduced the first mobile AR system [17].
Figure 2.5 shows Mobile Augmented Reality System (MARS) in the field. The system
contained an HMD, a laptop computer (in a backpack) and several sensors. This study also
marked another important milestone as making the system mobile, Feiner et al. allowed
AR systems to be used outdoors.
In 2000s, AR hardware had experienced a shift of focus with the availability of camera
phones. Since camera phones became widely available in a very short period of time, this
development led to wide spread awareness and deployability of AR. In Figure 2.6, one
of the earliest examples of an AR application on a smartphone can be seen. This setup
featured an additional inertial measurement unit attached to the back of the phone, as can
be seen in Figure 2.6a.
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Figure 2.5: MARS is one of the earliest examples of mobile AR.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.6: Nokia’s Mara application is one of the earliest AR applications on a camera
phone.
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Figure 2.7: Left: Wagner et al.’s method can be used to guide users in taking photos of
the environment to be later stitched with a desktop application. Right: An Annotated
panorama.
Today, many smartphones and tablets are capable of performing AR tasks without
additional hardware. Not only have manufacturers included inertial sensors such as ac-
celerometers and gyroscopes as well as magnetometers, current devices also have enough
CPU power to process and generate images in real time.
2.2 Tracking
In Chapter 3, we discuss localization and tracking approaches, recent studies in these
and related fields can be separated into three; visual tracking, sensor-based tracking and
hybrid tracking.
2.2.1 Visual Tracking
Tracking algorithms have been a research area of interest for almost 25 years. There are
several fundamentally different techniques, with respective advantages and disadvantages.
Some vision based systems can offer up to millimeter accuracy when tracking. However
most of these algorithms require careful setup of environment, such as deploying markers
and artificial light sources for better registration and tracking [18].
There are also natural feature based tracking systems that can operate without fiducial
markers [19, 20]; in this case the algorithms require a priori knowledge of the tracked
object, such as a wireframe model or a texture. Additionally, a detailed survey on visual
tracking can be found by Yilmaz et al [21].
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Figure 2.8: Layar and Wikitude applications on Android OS are showed side by side.
Figure 2.9: A hybrid tracking flow for outdoor Augmented Reality
Panoramic tracking has become an area of interest in the recent years. In this ap-
proach, first a 360˚ panoramic view is created in a predetermined location [22]. Then
users can view annotations on live video tracked over features extracted from original
panoramic images. Panoramic image creation and annotation editing can be seen in Fig-
ure 2.7. More recently, Langlotz et al. introduced an improvement to map annotations
created in one panoramic image to another, reducing the limitation of predetermined lo-
cations [23].
2.2.2 Sensor Based Tracking
Fully sensor dependent systems utilize accelerometer and magnetometer sensors, also
referred as IMUs. Recently gyroscopes have been made available in mass production for
current smartphones. Several algorithms can take advantage of this sensor [24].
Many commercial applications opted to use sensor based tracking for AR visualiza-
tion [25, 26] (see Figure 2.8). Sensor based-tracking does not require an organized envi-
ronment, thus allowing large scale applications. These applications acquire targets’ GPS
coordinates from existing databases and places them into viewport. Sensor based systems
are reliable as they are generally not effected by environmental conditions; however they
lack the precision of vision-based tracking.
2.2.3 Hybrid Tracking
Hybrid systems that combine inertial sensor data with vision input use complicated filters
to assist vision tracking [24, 27, 28], as supplying control signals such as “fast rotation”
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to tracking algorithm [29]. The algorithm accepts this input and behaves accordingly.
In many studies, the vision algorithm is only activated when rotational speed is below a
predetermined threshold as seen in Figure 2.9.
2.3 Modelling and Annotations
Chapter 4 discusses a novel modeling and annotation workflow. Recent studies in these
fields are as the following:
2.3.1 Modeling
Modelling of objects is a well-researched topic of both computer graphics and vision. Ge-
ometric models can be created from scratch or sampled from real objects using a number
of techniques.
Many commercial 3D modelling packages support image based modelling tools, such
as Blender and Maya [30, 31, 32]. These packages often support using top, side and
front photograph views as superimposed over the model. There are also fully automated
solutions based on computer vision techniques for creating models out of sets of images
[33]. However these are prone to artifacts caused by vision algorithms when fed with
noisy or under exposed images. In order to deal with these artifacts researchers adopted
semi-automated processes such as PFTRACK and Vodoo [34, 35, 36]. These approaches
allow some user interaction; i.e. letting users to manually mark corresponding features.
VideoTrace by van den Hengel et al. [37] is an improvement over semi-automated pro-
cesses as it supports user interacted geometry creation, however it requires users to work
within the VideoTrace environment. Like VideoTrace, Sinha et al.’s system makes use of
the underlying sparse reconstruction, moreover they utilize vanishing directions [38]. Re-
cently Thormählen and Seidel presented an ortho-image based solution for creating high
quality models without forcing modellers to leave their desired modelling environment
[39]. Other vision-based methods use large geo-tagged photo sets to generate textured 3D
models of buildings [40, 41, 42].
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Figure 2.10: VideoTrace application allows video-based rapid modelling via user interac-
tion.
2.3.2 Annotations
Annotating real objects is heavily investigated under Augmented Reality (AR). Feiner et
al. [17] and Rekimoto and Nagao [43] were early works used AR to annotate the real
world with overlaid textual labels. Although a 3D model is generally used to place an-
notations, Snavely et al. [41] used a system to transfer annotations from one image to
another. Recently Wither et al investigated annotations in outdoor augmented reality do-
main [44, 45]. Another outdoor AR work; by Schall et al. [46], introduced an annotation
authoring tool which creates 2D information labels in 3D coordinates.
Visualization of annotations is also a popular research topic. Annotations can be asso-
ciated with a 2D point [47] or a 3D position [48] depending on the application. Generally
if the virtual camera is mobile, the 3D approach is preferred.
2.3.3 In Field Studies
Our modelling approach is inspired by image-based methods. Similar approaches have
been utilized by Piekarski [49] to create object models in the field using a backpack based
system known as Tinmith-Endavour. MARS is another backpack based system which
also includes a hand-held device to annotate and view merged environments [50]. To au-
thor physical models, Baillot et al. [51] used mobile computers by generating 3D models
from floor plans via user interaction. Backpack-based approaches offer computing power
as well as centimeter accurate GPS sensors. Although a backpack-based computer was
required for these tasks in the past, currently hand-held computers are capable of perform-
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ing even more complicated tasks [52]. A recent work by Schall et al. [46], focuses on
displaying pre-defined 3D models to aid civil engineers using hand-held mobile devices.
For on-site archaeological studies Benko et al. [53] provided collaborative mixed reality
visualization following data recording and archiving principles defined by Harris [54].
2.4 Exploration and Measurements
Chapter 5 discusses exploration and measurements in mobile AR context as perceived by
users. Recent studies in these fields are as the following:
2.4.1 Perception
Perception is recognition and interpretation of visual sensory stimuli to understand depth
[55]. The human visual system utilizes multiple depth cues to derive a vivid three-
dimensional perceptual world from two-dimensional retinal images of a scene [56]. Landy
et al. describe this procedure as cue theory and explain how depth cues interact and com-
bine with each other [57]. Lappin et al. explains the influence of context to perceived
distances by experimenting in different indoor and outdoor settings [58].
The notion of depth perception is studied extensively in AR and VR [59, 60]. Jones et
al. provide a comparative analysis of egocentric depth perception between real world, VR
and AR [61]. They report that conventional under estimation problem is considerably low
in AR. Livingston et al. compares AR depth perception in outdoor and indoor settings
and analyze the effects of supplying user with linear virtual depth cues [62]. They report
that although they found evidence for conventional under estimation problem in indoor,
subjects over estimate depth values at outdoors.
2.4.2 X-Ray Visualization
X-ray visualization techniques are used for viewing occluded objects while preserving
important features in an AR scene. Exploding diagrams, ghosting and cutaways are ex-
amples of such techniques. Bane et al. propose several tools of X-ray vision to be used in
AR context [9].
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Figure 2.11: Edge overlay technique as used by Avery et al.
Figure 2.12: Left side shows a naïve approach and right side demonstrates excavation box
approach for visualizing underground structures.
Avery et al. discusses how overlaying edge features of the occluding structure would
give better depth cues to the viewer and describes three tools for further improving spatial
perception [63]. In our proposed multi-view technique, we used a similar approach for
promoting sense of occlusion for subterranean structures. There are a number of X-ray
visualization techniques addressing subsurface occlusion problems.
Shall et al. introduces an excavation tool inspired from magic lens techniques [64]
that virtually digs the ground letting viewer to see underground pipes [65]. This technique
requires viewer to be close to the location to effectively perceive the hidden structure (see
Figure 2.12). In other words it suffers from the long-flat view problem described in [66].
Zollman et al. employs ghosting techniques for solving single layer occlusion prob-
lems between the surface and the infrastructure system [67] (see Figure 2.13). Panoramic
images are used from the viewed site for calculating a ghostmap, then use features on this
map to preserve the above ground context. Although they demonstrate occlusion clearly
for a single layer of subsurface system, in the real world subsurface systems may consist
of multiple layers that are occluding each other.
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Figure 2.13: Ghosting effect is utilized in purpose of X-Ray visualization by Zollman et
al.
In addition, Livingston et al. proposed an algorithm that solves multi-layer occlusion
problem on Z axis by changing the opacity values of virtual objects [68]. The attacked
problem is similar to ours but on a different domain of distinguishing occluded buildings.
In our work instead of modulating opacity values of virtual objects, we employed a second
view to explicitly indicate separate layers.
Furthermore, Dey et al.’s work on X-Ray vision for navigation discusses this tech-
nique in outdoor AR context [69].
2.4.3 Focus and Context
Focus-Context (F+C) paradigm is described as using visual tools to separate the center
of attention (focus) from the surroundings (context). X-Ray vision illustrations coming
from Superman Comics also cherish this paradigm [70]. Kruger et al. describes some
X-ray techniques that human artist uses to give shape and depth clues in their technical
drawings of hotspots and discuss motivations behind their practices. Furthermore, they
present a computer graphics technique called ClearView that makes use of the curvature,
distance and view distance features of a model to achieve similar results to human artists
[71].
In a similar work Bichlmeier et al. describes ways to improve depth perception in
Medical Augmented Reality [72, 73]. A sample image from this technique can be seen
in Figure 2.14. They make use of the magic lens techniques for information filtering and
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Figure 2.14: In order to improve the depth perception, magic lens approach can be uti-
lized.
Figure 2.15: Occluding augmentations. A typical AR visualization to draw the user’s
attention with overlaid semitransparent geometry, occluding the object of interest.
viewing relevant parts of the inner body, which is described to be in-situ visualization,
while viewer may still keep track of the real body [74]. They are using curvature, angle of
incidence factor and distance falloff features of a model to attack floating effect problem
similar to [71]. Methods described in these works require detailed models for calculating
curvature values and very precise tracking. These methods are not applicable for our case,
since models are not always present in Outdoor Augmented Reality and tracking may not
be as accurate.
Kalkofen et al. uses edge features to give occlusion clues and discusses the F+C
paradigm’s importance in Augmented Reality scenes (see Figure 2.15). They discuss
techniques used to render occluded objects and demonstrate how information filtering for
Augmented Reality can be achieved through magic-lens techniques [75]. Similarly our
perspective-view uses a clipping sphere and orthographic-view showing features within
the defined frustum, for filtering unnecessary information.
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Chapter 3
Devices and Target(s)
In order to perform the simplest AR visualization, we are required to perform localization
both for the user and the target object. In this chapter we will examine possible solu-
tions and discuss their advantages and shortcomings. A recent survey on outdoor AR
gives an introduction to the challenges in the field [76]. For outdoor AR context we will
specifically examine inertial sensor and vision based approaches.
3.1 Orientation Sensors on Mobile Devices
With the rise of smartphones and tablets the outdoor Augmented Reality Field had been
blessed with variety of hardware choices. Many commercial devices are capable of per-
forming complicated outdoor AR tasks without additional hardware. With every passing
year the hardware becomes more powerful and capable. However there are some critical
components that does not get upgrades either due to their cost or due to the technical lim-
itations of their underlying systems. Additionally, when utilizing sensor based tracking,
hardware is significantly important for localization in the field. For this purpose we are
specifically interested in orientation and GPS sensors. We will first examine the orienta-
tion sensors.
An orientation sensor generally refers to a combination of inertial sensors that are
present in mobile devices. These sensors can be broken into an accelerometer, a gyroscope
and a magnetometer.
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3.1.1 Accelerometer
As the name applies the accelerometer is responsible for registering devices’ relative ori-
entation with respect to earth’s gravity represented as a 3D vector of acceleration. A
device with its default orientation on the surface of earth would register an upward force
of 9.81m/s2. This upward force is the counterforce due to its weight as response to the
earth’s gravity. Some devices may produce normalized results. Using a multi-axis ac-
celerometer it is possible to sense magnitude and direction of proper acceleration as a
vector quantity and this vector can be utilized to represent an orientation for the device.
3.1.2 Gyroscope
Digital gyroscopes can be found in current high end smartphones. Where accelerome-
ters record linear acceleration, gyroscopes record the angular rate of motion. Currently,
MEMS (Microelectromechanical System) gyroscopes are utilized in commercial hard-
ware. The underlying principle is that a vibrating object will tend to continue vibrating in
the same plane as its support rotates.
Consider two proof masses vibrating in plane (as in the MEMS gyroscope) at fre-
quency ω . Recall that the Coriolis Effect induces an acceleration on the proof masses
equal to ac = −2(v×Ω) where v is a velocity and Ω is an angular rate of rotation. The
in-plane velocity of the proof masses is given by: Xipωrcos(ωrt) , if the in-plane position
is given by Xipωrcos(ωrt) . The out-of-plane motion yop , induced by rotation, is given
by:
yo p =
Fc
kop
=
(2mΩXipωrcos(ωrt))
kop
(3.1)
where m is a mass of the proof mass, kop is a spring constant in the out of plane
direction, and Ω is a magnitude of a rotation vector in the plane of and perpendicular to
the driven proof mass motion.
Contemporary mobile device APIs [77, 78] do not allow direct access to gyroscope
readings. These measurements are in fact used to correct drift errors and support magne-
tometer readings in hardware level.
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Figure 3.1: Calculation of true heading from magnetometer and accelerometer readings.
3.1.3 Magnetometer
A magnetometer is a measuring instrument used to measure the strength and, in some
cases, the direction of magnetic fields. Vector magnetometers have the capability to mea-
sure the component of the magnetic field in a particular direction, relative to the spatial
orientation of the device.
Magnets, metallic objects and metal ores in the ground cause interference in magne-
tometer readings. This issue almost makes acquiring a correct heading indoors impossi-
ble.
Magnetometers are critically important for localization purposes since they provide
a heading of viewer with respect to earth’s magnetic field. Magnetometers provide a 3-
axis vector reading as can be seen in Figure 3.1. To compute a true heading from this
vector, we also have to utilize the accelerometer reading. The true heading is this vector’s
projection to the plane that is perpendicular to the accelerometer vector.
3.1.4 Summary of Orientation Sensors’ Capabilities
Capabilities of orientation sensors that can be found in contemporary mobile devices are
summarizes in Table 3 1. For localization purposes we are interested in sensors that pro-
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Sensor Capabilities
Sensitivity
Relative
to Earth L/R Specs. Measured Availability
Accelerometer ! L ±0.2 ms2 ±0.5 ms2 !
Gyroscope R ±1˚ - C
Magnetometer ! R ±1.4˚ ±15˚ !
Table 3.1: A summary of inertial sensors and their capabilities. L and R denote, Linear
and Rotational, respectively. C denotes complementary support.
duce readings relative to earth, i.e. accelerometers and magnetometers. We specifically
use magnetometer readings with correctional and complementary support from others.
3.2 GPS sensors on Mobile Devices
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a space-based satellite navigation system that
provides location information anywhere on the Earth. GPS devices require an unob-
structed line of sight to at least four GPS satellites. The more satellites the device can
communicate, the better the accuracy becomes. It is maintained by the United States gov-
ernment and is freely accessible to anyone with a GPS receiver [79]. The network can
also provide precise time readings.
Smartphones or other network capable mobile devices generally utilize Assisted GPS
in order to reduce fix times. In Assisted GPS, the device first contacts a nearby base
station in order to acquire recent satellite information and then communicates with the
GPS satellites, enabling the receiver to lock to the satellites more rapidly.
Before January 2000, for civilian usage the system had been reported to have an av-
erage error rate of around 100m [80]. This error mainly caused by a currently disabled
feature called Selective Availability. The feature introduced intentional, time varying er-
rors to disable enemy usage. Since its discontinuation in 2000, the reported error rate
dropped to ~10 m on first fix and measured in real world scenarios to be around 15m [6].
The overall error as seen in Figure 3.2, can be deconstructed to several contributing
effects such as:
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σR +PDOP
σNUM
True receiver position
Intersection of 4 sphere surfaces
Indicated Position
Figure 3.2: GPS inaccuracy visualized.
Cause Effect
Signal arrival ±3m
Ionospheric effects ±5m
Ephemeris errors ±2.5m
Satellite clock errors ±2m
Multipath distortion ±1m
Tropospheric effects ±0.5m
Table 3.2: GPS error causes and their effects are reported
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The standard deviation for a receiver can be computed using the following formula:
σrc =
√
(PDOP2)+σ2R +σ2NUM (3.2)
where PDOP is the Position Dilution of Precision, a value to measure the geometrical
dilutions dependent on user location and satellite positions. σR is the standard deviation
for errors shown in Table 3 2, and can be calculated as:
σR =
√
32 +52 +22 +12 +0.52 = 6.7m (3.3)
σNUM is the standard deviation of numerical errors and is assumed to be around ±1m.
The effects in Table 3.2 are given as their standard deviation, and reported as ± values
having an unbiased 0 mean. The analysis and underlying sources for these errors fall out
of the scope of this manuscript, and can be found in detail in the related studies[81, 82,
83]. However one important topic to mention is the largest cause for the error is from
atmospheric effects. Although the network had been developed for all weather usage, bad
weather as well as the ionospheric conditions affect the system’s precision. Because these
causes are mostly naturally occurring and random, we will assume they have a normal
distribution.
GPS sensors require a direct line of sight with several GPS capable satellites. Indoor
usage is almost impossible and outdoor usage requires an initial fix step generally taking
up to a minute.
3.3 Standard Localization Workflow Using Inertial Sen-
sors and GPS
To project an object into correct screen coordinates, we first need a GPS position for the
target object. This information can either be entered manually or can be acquired through
an online service such as Google Maps [84]. Secondly, we need to get a lock on GPS
satellites to provide a position for the user. Third, using heading calculation devices local
orientation as well as true heading is acquired. We are also required to have a camera
calibration or field of view values calculated. Then using these values the target object is
projected onto the screen via desired visualization technique.
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Target Simulated Error Type
Magnetometer GPS
Point Simulation 1 Simulation 2
Sphere Simulation 3
Building Model Simulation 4
Table 3.3: Overview of simulations.
3.4 Computational Experiments to Evaluate Perceived Er-
rors
Error analysis for GPS and inertial sensors have been thoroughly investigated by re-
searchers. However, the actual visual artifacts caused by these errors have not specifically
been a topic of interest. On the contrary, in an augmented reality context we are more
interested in the perceived errors. Through these computational experiments we do not
aim to model these errors, however we aim to analyze them in order to make suggestions
to handle them correctly.
Specifically, we are interested in the following questions:
• If GPS error is ±x m, and the user is y m away, how much the projected geometry
will be misplaced on screen?
• If orientation sensor error is ±x˚, and the user is y m away, how much the projected
geometry will be misplaced on screen?
• Considering GPS and orientation sensor errors, does the geometry of the projected
object, have an effect on misplacement on screen?
Since we would like to examine localization errors, we will look specifically into errors
caused by magnetometer and GPS in accuracies. It is also important to note that we will
examine them first separately and then look at the combined effect.
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Correct Position
Percieved Positions Due to Magnetometer Errors
Figure 3.3: A sample handheld device is shown. Red dot denotes the ideal placement of
target object without any errors induced. Blue dots are deviated from the result due to the
induced errors.
3.4.1 Scene Definition and Overview of Experiments
In order to evaluate the perceived error values we will examine four different scene setups.
In the first and the second experiments a virtual point is projected onto screen in order
to evaluate the effects of magnetometer and GPS errors separately. Third and fourth
experiments are geometrical studies where 3D models of a sphere and a real-life building
is being projected onto the screen in order to evaluate the effects of both magnetometer
and GPS sensors.
In our experiments we assume the mobile device is held in landscape mode and we
report findings in terms of percentage of the screen size. For the first and second experi-
ments, we will analyze only horizontal misplacement for simplification.
3.4.2 Experiment 1:
For this experiment we assume the location of the user and the object is exactly known
without any errors. Given this assumption, we try to examine the deviation caused by
the magnetometer alone. Average magnetometers in contemporary mobile devices has an
error value of ±15˚. The deviation caused by this error can be seen in Figure 3.3 and 3.4.
Since we are interested in the error as perceived by the user. In order to estimate this
deviation in projected screen space as in percentage of screen width the following formula
can be used.
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Figure 3.4: Red and blue dots denote the viewer and object positions, respectively. Red
line visualizes a correct measurement for user’s viewing direction. The green lines de-
notes typical errors for a magnetometer measurement.
ep =
em
f ovh
×100 (3.4)
where ep is the perceived error, em is the magnetometer error and f ovh is the horizontal
field of view of the mobile device camera. Field of view for a live image from a mobile
device can be computed by the following formula:
f ovh = 2×atan
(
sw
2× f
)
(3.5)
where sw is sensor width in mm and f is focal length. Sensor sizes and focal lengths
can be obtained from technical specifications provided by the manufacturers. As a sample,
Samsung Galaxy S2 smartphone has a f ovh of 59.1498˚ [85]. Figure 3.4 demonstrates the
perceived error for this device. Other than a few exceptions many contemporary devices
uses similar sensors, this value is valid for most of the smartphones currently sold.
Figure 3.5 shows magnetometer error with respect to distance from object. We inspect
these values for two kinds of users, one stationary and one moving. Red line denotes an
error along X direction (to the left or right of the screen). The estimated error is around
±10% of screen width, meaning a single dot may be misplaced 10% at most to where it
should have been. Similarly the blue line demonstrates the perceived error for a user in
motion.
As we can observe from the chart, error values do not change with distance. We
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Figure 3.5: Perceived error due to magnetometer inaccuracies is visualized in ± percent-
age of screen width.
calculate the angle between the user and the object, using their respective geo coordinates.
Then we position them on screen by comparing this angle to user’s heading. In other
words, we add the erroneous user heading data after calculating the angle between the
object and the user. Thus we end up with constant inaccuracy with respect to distance.
3.4.3 Experiment 2:
In the second phase of the experiments, we try to visualize the perceived effects caused
by GPS inaccuracy. When the user in motion the average error for GPS is measured to
be around 15 meters. For stationary users standard deviation of the error is reported to
be around 10m [83]. For each distance (discretized in 1 meter intervals) we project the
virtual point on the screen by misplacing the user position with the average error. The
following formula can be used for this purpose:
ep =
egps
f ovh
×100 (3.6)
where ep is the perceived error, egps is the angular error caused by GPS and f ovh is the
horizontal field of view of the mobile device camera. egps can be calculated as follows:
egps = acos
(
vu · v′u
‖vu‖‖v′u‖
)
(3.7)
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Figure 3.6: Average misplacement due to GPS error per distance is plotted
where egps is angle between vu and v′u, and vu is the vector between the user and the
object and v′u is the vector between erroneous user position and the object.
Figure 3.6 demonstrates the average misplacement of target object on screen for a user
in motion and a stationary user. Unlike magnetometer, perceived misplacements due to
GPS errors reduce as the distance between the object and the user grows. At 15m the
average misplacements are around 75% and 37% for a user in motion and a stationary
user, respectively. Both of these numbers cast localization through GPS almost unusable
at 15m. However at around 150m the numbers drop to 10% and 6% respectively. It is
possible to visually confirm these results via comparing Figure 3.7a and Figure 3.7b.
3.4.4 Experiment 3 and 4:
Experiment 3 and 4 are different from the first two experiments in the way we examine
perceived errors. For the first two experiments, errors were analyzed using a virtual point
as a target. For the latter experiments we also want to analyze effect of the geometric
properties of target objects. In this purpose we have chosen a sphere and a building model
where the sphere acts as a control group.
To observe the visual effects caused by GPS error, we generate a number of deviated
user positions using a multivariate normal distribution as:
x∼N2 (µ,Σ) (3.8)
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Figure 3.7: Red dot denotes the exact location for the user. Blue dots are the deviated user
positions. Green dot visualizes the target object which is 10 m away. Red dot denotes the
exact location for the user. Blue dots are the deviated user positions. Green dots visualize
the target object which is 10 m (left) and 100m (right) away.
Where μ is a two dimensional mean vector and Σ is a 2x2 covariance matrix used to
simulate GPS errors. A sample of generated points can be seen in Figure 3.7a and Figure
3.7b. Figure 3.7a plots deviated user positions where the target object is 10m away from
the viewing user and Figure 3.7b plots the same scenario where the object is 100m away.
To project the geometries on screen, we use a virtual camera calibrated to a physical
mobile device camera, in this case Samsung Galaxy S2. Using OpenGL, 3D geometries
were drawn on screen once for correct position and once for deviated user position. Figure
3.8 simulates a user walking on a straight line towards the object from 255m to 15m.
In this figure, we plotted the percentage of projected pixels that are inside the original
projection area. For the building model distances further than 75m contain over 60% or
more correctly placed pixels. As for the sphere after 75m, the percentage of correctly
placed pixels are 82 or more. We suspect the better results of sphere simulation is due to
the uniform geometry of the object.
Furthermore, we have analyzed the screen space occupied by the object for each dis-
tance step. Figure 3.9 demonstrate these values. In order to visualize the sphere as at least
30% of screen area the user must be at 27m or closer, on the other hand the user must
stand closer than 73m for the same projection area.
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Figure 3.8: A sphere and a building model’s correct projection ratio with respect to dis-
tance is plotted.
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Figure 3.9: Object sizes relative to screen space are plotted.
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Figure 3.10: To inspect viewing angle’s effect with respect to GPS and orientation errors,
several virtual cameras are placed around the object on a grid.
The figures so far demonstrate user moving on a straight line. Due to the geometry
of the object the viewing angle as well as the distance may be important. In order to
evaluate views from different positions we created a grid around the object and placed
virtual viewers on these points as can be seen in Figure 3.10. For each of these positions
we generated sample error deviations as we did before, similar to Figure 3.7. For a grid
of 512 by 512, ranging from -255 to +255 m in both X and Z axis, our simulation pro-
duced Figure 3.11 for the building model. The values are drawn using a color map where
outer red region shows highest accuracy and inner red the lowest. The color coded values
represent the correctness measure we discussed earlier. When the similar approach is ap-
plied to the sphere model, the result is shown in Figure 3.12. The map produced from the
sphere model is only affected by distance. Since a spherical object has no distinguishing
geometrical factors for different angles, this result was expected. However the building
model produced a map with its geometrical features embedded.
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nm
Figure 3.11: A Building model is shown with respect to its color coded correctness map.
Figure 3.12: A color coded correctness map for the sphere model is shown.
3.5 Hybrid Localization
From user’s point of view, the most significant aspect is to be able to observe the desired
information. When tracking fails, the user cannot observe nor interact with the infor-
mation. Robust systems utilizing hybrid tracking were proposed to avoid this problem.
In many hybrid tracking systems sensors complement each other to correct noisy or er-
roneous input. However these algorithms examine the whole scene when deciding to
employ different sensors. There may be multiple objects in a scene, and each one may be
tracked optimally by a different algorithm.
In case of vision tracking 30 percent screen area is recommended for proper feature
extraction [18]. For the GPS/orientation sensor tracking we can set a limit to at least 60
percent correctness. The vertical lines Figure 3.13 visualizes these threshold values. Left
of the green line, vision tracking would be most suitable and right of the purple line sensor
tracking would produce optimal results. As for the sphere model these threshold values
can be seen in Figure 3.14. Since these objects have drastically different geometries and
physical sizes the threshold values are also very different. The region between the lines
are suited with tracking with both algorithms, in this case we suggest vision based tracking
due to higher precision and falling back to sensor based tracking.
By imposing these simple threshold values, it is possible to track multiple objects in a
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Figure 3.13: Threshold values for orientation sensor tracking and vision tracking is visu-
alized for the building model.
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Figure 3.14: Threshold values for orientation sensor tracking and vision tracking is visu-
alized for the sphere model.
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Figure 3.15: Tracking thresholds for multiple viewing angles and distances are visualized.
The red region favors sensor based tracking where the green region favors vision based
tracking.
scene with the most suited algorithm. We can also impose this threshold values into our
color coded views as seen in Figure 3.15.
3.6 Case Study
In order to visualize and exemplify our findings and calculations we have designed a case
study that features an outdoor augmented reality application with multiple tracking and
visualization modes.
We propose a novel approach to allow both vision and sensor tracked objects to co-
exist in the same scene. One of our main goals is to create an object dependent fallback
mechanism that can produce visualization at any condition. The proposed hybrid tracking
system provides visualization based on viewing conditions. Whenever possible the most
precise and detailed visualization is preferred. The proposed transition model works on
top of tracking algorithms and provides cues for each object’s tracker. These cues include
tracking algorithm as well as visualization mode suggestions.
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Figure 3.16: General transition diagram for tracking mode switching for each target ob-
ject.
3.6.1 Transition Model
We are envisioning an AR environment that allows an object to be tracked by separate
algorithms and visualized by different methods; In this case; there must be a model to
coordinate when and which algorithms should be utilized.
Figure 3.16 demonstrates a general transition diagram between tracking algorithms.
The visualization methods we define are bound to some transition criteria as well as to a
tracking algorithm. Our transition model is object dependent, rather than scene dependent,
as each object has its own transition states and function.
3.6.1.1 Transition Criteria
Transition criteria help us to decide when to switch between tracking and visualization
modes. A criterion may be dependent on a specific measurement or a combination of
several signals.
Different criteria can be selected to emphasize each tracking method’s advantages.
Scene lighting conditions acquired by analyzing an image can act as an input to switch
from vision to sensor based tracking. As in a poorly lit environment vision tracking would
be less likely to find enough image features to perform tracking [86].
Another criterion can be defined as detecting shadows in an image. This criterion
would also serve as an input to switch from vision to sensor based tracking [87].
The distance between the target object and the user is also a viable candidate as a
transition criterion. There is an inversely proportional relation between the distance and
object’s projection on screen space. As we move closer to the object, it will cover more
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Figure 3.17: Transition function is illustrated. bn and f n denotes cutoff values for forward
and backwards movement respectively. vn denotes visualization modes.
screen area, thus allowing vision-algorithm to be able find more features on the object.
Conversely, when we are further away from the target object, sensor based tracking starts
to work better, as sensor data noise loses its significance. In this study we have selected
distance between the user and the object as transition criterion to demonstrate our findings.
As we move closer to the object we gradually perform a transition from sensor based
tracking to vision based tracking through visualization modes.
3.6.1.2 Transition function
In order to create a seamless user interface we opted to use a transition function that uti-
lizes hysteresis phenomena. As seen in Figure 3.17, we define different cutoff values for
moving forward or backwards on the criterion dimension. If we consider our criterion to
be distance, moving forward means getting closer to the object. Instead of using hystere-
sis curves directly, we have defined Schmitt triggers for transitions between consecutive
states. Figure 3.17demonstrates a transition function with four different visualization
modes.
3.6.2 Visualization
As different sensors provide vastly diverse precision for tracking, different visualization
modes can be suitable for each tracking mode. Even in the same tracking mode, vision or
sensor based, there can be defined several distinct visualization modes in order to serve
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Figure 3.18: Transition Diagram with four different visualization modes.
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Figure 3.19: Sematic relation between visualization states is demonstrated.
the desired information more appropriately. Figure 3.18 demonstrates a state diagram
with four different visualization modes. First two of these modes require vision-based
tracking modes. The latter two are only active when tracking is done via sensors. Tran-
sitions between consecutive visualization modes or states are allowed. We also allow a
nonconsecutive transition between states, when a switch between tracking algorithms is
required.
If our transition criterion is distance; when farthest away from the object, v3 is ac-
tivated. As the distance gap between the user and the tracked object is reduced, state
transitions occur as v3→ v2, v2→ v1 and v1→ v0.
If we have another transition criterion such as scene lighting condition, it may also
cause a transitions such as v3→ v1 or v2→ v0.
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Figure 3.20: Four prototypical visualization modes are shown. Transition between states
is performed via the transition function in Figure 3.18, based on a transition criterion.
3.6.2.1 Visualization Modes
Theoretically we can define any finite amount of visualization modes. However we must
have a semantic relation between these modes. Figure 3.19 demonstrates this relation.
As we move from vn≥1 towards v0, we expect to see an increase in detail, such as
where vn gives only a general direction of a building, as v0 identifies a particular room
inside a building. Conversely when moving from v0 to vn we observe a decrease in track-
ing precision. In order to identify a room inside a building we require very high accuracy,
however to provide a general direction less precision is adequate.
To demonstrate our system, we defined four prototypical visualization modes. These
modes are shown in Figure 3.20 and explained here:
v0: This mode is the most detailed visualization and requires the highest tracking preci-
sion. It can only be activated when vision based tracking is possible. As seen in
Figure 3.20a, we can identify a particular room’s orientation inside a building.
v1: As v0, this mode can only be activated when vision based tracking is possible. Figure
3.20b demonstrates an object visualized in this mode. A tight bounding box is
drawn around the tracked object.
v2: Unlike previous modes, v2 is used when sensor-based tracking is active. This mode
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denotes the rough position of the tracked object on the screen. Unlike vision-based
tracking we cannot find tight bounds for object’s geometry due to noisy sensor
data, therefore a colored gradient is rendered to visualize the objects’ probabilistic
location, as seen in Figure 3.20c.
v3: This mode is the least detailed visualization and requires the least tracking precision.
Sensor-based tracking is also used for this visualization mode. In v3 mode, we only
provide the general direction of the object via a label, located at the bottom side of
our user-interface, as in Figure 3.20d.
Along our transition criterion as distance analogy, v0 is when the user is relatively close
to the tracked object. This means the object covers a certain amount of screen space
and we can easily identify a sub-segment of the whole object. As the user moves further
away from the object, its projection on the screen becomes smaller, making it hard to
differentiate sub-segments visually. So we switch to v1 mode, where we only show a tight
bounding box. As distance increased, the number of pixels covered by object’s projection
becomes so small that vision tracking may not be possible. When the distance is greater
than a threshold value, v2 mode is activated and sensor-based tracking takes over.
3.6.3 Tracking
Our visualization modes require objects to be tracked either by vision or sensor-based
methods. Our transition model is compatible with most of the available tracking methods.
In our experiments we have utilized Vuforia SDK from Qualcomm as our vision-based
tracker [88]. A previously taken photograph of the object is provided as an input to the
registration algorithm. Then a feature set is generated from the input image and fed to the
tracking algorithm. The objects are tracked in 3D.
For sensor based tracking we utilize GPS, accelerometer and magnetometer sensors.
GPS provides location, magnetometer supplies heading data and accelerometer is used
for pitch and roll compensation. We use a pre low pass filter for accelerometer data and a
post filter for magnetometer data as described in [89].
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Transition Direction m values
0 1 2
bm 40 180 480
f m 50 200 500
Table 3.4: bm and f m are the values for a transition model with four visualization modes.
Threshold values are given in meters. The tracked object has 8m width and depth and
25m of height.
3.6.4 Discussion
We have implemented our proposed system on Android 2.2 platform [78]. Tracking algo-
rithms combined, run roughly around 25-30 fps on ARM Cortex A7 processors commonly
found in recent smartphones.
One challenge was choosing appropriate threshold values for our transition function.
Chosen values based on experiments are shown in Table 3.4. If a priori knowledge ex-
ist about the target object, it may be possible to perform some analysis and statistically
determine the optimal values. The priori knowledge may be the geometry of our target,
analyzing it we could determine the best distance to switch from sensor to vision based
tracking.
To that effect, transition criteria also hold great importance. We tried to leave it as
generic as possible. Distance to the object, scene lighting conditions can be used as a
criterion. It is also possible to record and compare time of image capture and AR viewing.
In example a feature set prepared by examining an object’s photo which has been taken
in daylight, would probably be a little of use when trying to register and track an object
in night time. In this case it would make sense to switch to sensor based tracking which
provides time-independent tracking.
In our transition function, we have used Schmitt triggers. It is also possible to use
hysteresis curves as well for smoother transitions, as seen in Figure 3.21.
Our sensor based tracking method has 100ms delay, due to use of low pass filter. One
way to improve this would be to implement a predictive filter such as a Kalman filter. By
combining accelerometer and magnetometer input, it is possible to design an Unscented
Kalman Filter with dynamic noise correction, as in [89].
In this study we proposed a transitional AR system, which can work with multiple
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Figure 3.21: Transition function is illustrated as a hysteresis curve. f n and bn denote
cutoff values for forward and backwards movement respectively; for switching between
two consecutive visualization modes, namely vm and and vm+1.
objects. The transition states are identified by their visualization styles. These states are
also bound to different tracking algorithms, such as vision and sensor based. Transition
function is acquired through examining several signals that we call transition criteria. We
also modify this transition function via Schmitt triggers in order to create a non-intrusive
user experience.
We propose to enable a hybrid tracking system with consistent transitions between vi-
sualization states. The system provides visualization based on viewing conditions, when-
ever possible the most precise and detailed visualization is preferred. However due to sen-
sor noise or other external phenomena we provide fallback visualizations requiring less
precision. One of our main goals is to create an object dependent fallback mechanism that
can produce visualization at any condition, rather than a scene dependent mechanism.
Our system runs on current smartphones in real time and tries to produce the best
available output of information for a seamless user experience.
An accompanying video demonstrating our work can be found at [90].
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Chapter 4
Modeling and Annotations
Outdoor field work such as geographic or archaeological surveying require editing and
processing of semantic information on spatial data. Currently these studies are performed
manually using pen and printed maps or a laptop with a GPS receiver and digital two
dimensional (2D) maps. In many cases such as rescue excavations for urban archeology
or site surveys after a flooding; there is limited time before construction work starts and
traditional techniques do not suffice.
In practice annotations are used to mark different layers and regions in civil engineer-
ing or stratigraphy studies. The processing time consists of manual work in the field and
digitization of the annotations at the office afterwards. A laptop allows users to process
digital data in the field but hinders walking around freely and requires constant switching
between the laptop screen and the real world. This mental mapping process may lead
to high error rates. In this workflow we demonstrate improving the limitations of this
procedure using hand-held mobile computers.
Hand-held mobile computers already have started replacing notebooks and desktops
for many computing tasks in the field. These devices have several shortcomings, such as:
limited battery life, small display area and limited user interaction. Solutions which have
been optimized for desktop environment need to be carefully re-designed and extended
in line with the requirements of the mobile work environment. The main goal of this
workflow is to let the professionals perform the annotation task in the field successfully
using a mobile device in minimum time.
We propose a workflow featuring a simple modelling and annotation authoring pro-
cess. There are two major issues need to be taken into consideration; i) how to create
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.1: An urban scene is (a) photographed. Using these images, two objects are (b)
modelled and (c) annotated using our workflow. Annotations are color coded; a legend is
shown in the canvas for identification.
three dimensional (3D) annotations and ii) how to visualize these annotations in a mobile
context. An annotation can be defined as adding extra virtual information over a real ob-
ject [44]. We extend this definition and employ a variety of annotation types ranging from
a single point to four dimensional (4D) annotations, an annotation of a volume over time.
In the context of this workflow, the main goal of annotations is to identify the primary
building blocks or layers of an object. Labels and text may not be enough for complete
annotation authoring. Archaeologists and civil engineers are interested in layer based
studies such as stratigraphy. In order to annotate a layer of a 3D object correctly, a 2D
label is not the best choice. A layer represents a volume of the object, so we propose a
volume based annotation authoring process.
To visualize annotations, we utilize user generated 3D models as an underlying struc-
ture. When dealing with static images, where the user only observes the scene from a
single point, annotation authoring and management can be achieved using 2D constructs
such as labels and floating text [91]. On the other hand, in mobile context the user can
freely move in the scene, thus effectively changes the eye position. When the user moves,
2D constructs may start overlap or even become distorted and very hard to read. In or-
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der to handle annotation visualization for mobile users, an underlying 3D structure is
preferred, especially to handle occlusions by utilizing depth information [92]. Kopf et
al. used high quality models and accompanying textures to visualize and annotate large
scenes, such as Manhattan Island. Although the results are visually impressive, editing
and processing of dense models on a mobile device may not be feasible. In addition, our
use cases require fast-generated and simple models that allow editing for annotation au-
thoring. To overcome these issues, we propose a simple and semi-automated image-based
modelling process, where the user combines several building blocks in order to create a
model. Annotations are then presented over these user generated models.
Our contribution includes i) a novel annotation technique based on 3D geometric re-
gions and ii) a modelling workflow based on building blocks. To best of our knowledge,
this is the first method that utilizes volumetric annotations. We also introduce a simple
and intuitive interface for modelling and annotation editing processes. In addition, we
conducted a user study and observed that the proposed solution is suitable for mobile
field work.
4.1 Block Based Mobile Modeling
Our modelling process utilizes a “construction toy” analogy. The output of our modelling
process is a combination of interlocked primitives. In order to create a complex model,
user attaches 3D geometric primitives to each other, one at a time. These 3D geometric
primitives are referred as “building blocks” in the rest of the text. For simplicity the vari-
ety of building blocks are kept at minimum, i.e. cube, column, dome and cone. However
for each building block the user is able to define an independent transformations, trans-
lation, rotation and scaling. By utilizing these individual transformations it is possible to
create many required primitives to model a building.
Semi-automated approaches have long been examined for image-based modelling pro-
cesses. In many of these approaches, the user is asked to match exact features in several
images [93]. More recently, VideoTrace [37], allowed users to define polygons on video
frames and these polygons are auto transformed with respect to camera positioning. Our
approach lies in between; rather than letting the user match exact positions in several
images, we ask the user to adjust an initial building block, incrementally fixing the ori-
entation over several images. Additional building blocks inherit the orientation of this
reference block. The final orientation is saved in real world coordinate system. Using
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Figure 4.2: Example The green polygon is the initial polygon. The red polygon is defined
by user clicks. Green and red edges are supplied to Delaunay triangulation. The output is
the combination of green, red and black edges.
GPS and digital compass data associated with every reference image, we triangulate and
find the estimated position for the real world objects.
The modelling process starts with inserting an initial building block to our scene. This
block is translated, rotated and scaled by the user, to match a primitive of the object that
is being modelled. Then user is able to drag and drop next desired building block to the
scene. The new block is attached to the model when the user drops this building block on
to any previous block. In this case the newly added block is automatically transformed
and inserted to the scene hierarchy as a child of that previous block. The user may adjust
the transformation via a simple graphical user interface (GUI). This process is repeated
until the object is completely modelled.
The Building blocks can interlock each other at 26 different locations. These locations
lay on the bounding box of each block. They consist of 8 corner points, 12 points in the
middle of each corner pair and 6 face middles.
The interlocking process takes source and target blocks’ scale and an interlocking vec-
tor as input. For example if the user inserts a new block to right side of a previous block,
then the interlocking vector should have a positive value along the X axis, in particular
this vector is v(1,0,0).
To adjust the scale of new the block, the axises with 0 value is considered. Corre-
sponding scale values on these axises are used to find the maximum ratio in between. The
inverse of this ratio is used to scale down the new block. After auto-scaling, the new block
is translated to the edge of the previous block to make the blocks look like interlocked at
each other. A newly added block carries the rotation of its parent.
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Table 4.1: Spatial components of an annotation are summarized.
To create holes and extrusions on the model, the user is provided with fine tuning tools
such as slicing and extrusion. Slicing is achieved via adding user defined vertices on to a
plane on the model. The newly added vertices along with the initial vertices of the plane,
then fed to a constrained Delaunay Triangulation [94]. This process is demonstrated in
Figure 4 2. The output of this triangulation is the same plane with more polygons in it.
The user is able to delete any of these polygons to create holes, or extrude them to create
additional extrusions.
During the modelling process photographs of the modelled object is shown as back-
ground images. The virtual camera is translated to relevant position for each correspond-
ing image. By utilizing a pre-computed camera calibration, the model is ensured to super-
impose the object correctly for each image. When modelling is completed it is possible
to export geometric data into a Collada [95] supported format.
4.2 Temporal and Volumetric Annotations
Wither et al. explains that every annotation should have two parts; a spatially dependent
component that links to the object and a spatially independent component that contains
the information that is to be annotated over the object [44].
Our annotation system is based on the definition of Wither et.al. We extend this defi-
nition by adding specific items for spatial and semantic components. These components
vary as detailed in Table 4 1 and Table 4 2. Spatial component of an annotation is defined
as one of the following; vertex-based, planar or volumetric. Semantic Component can
have all of the values described in Table 4 2. Using a combination of these components it
is possible to create any annotation ranging from a label to a 4D annotation, an annotation
of a volume over time.
In order to create an annotation the user first defines a spatial component and assigns
a semantic component to it. The semantic component can be previously defined or can be
created from scratch on-the-fly.
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Table 4.2: Semantic Components of an annotation is visualized.
4.2.1 Spatial Component
There are three different geometric options for defining the spatial component using the
previously generated model. In case of vertex-based spatial component user simply de-
fines a point in the scene by clicking to the desired location. A label is created in this
location, representing semantic component of this annotation.
For a planar spatial component, the user is able to select a face of any building block.
It is also possible to adjust this selection by adding arbitrary points on the face to create
a more detailed polygon on the model. This is achieved by inserting user defined vertices
on the face and computing a constrained Delaunay triangulation.
In order to create a volumetric spatial component, the user needs to define a volume
on the model. This process is simplified by utilizing clipping planes. The user creates
desired number of clipping planes to create a sub-section of the 3D model. The volume
which resides in between the clipping planes becomes the volumetric spatial component.
Figure 4 3 through Figure 4 6 illustrate this process.
4.2.2 Semantic Component
A semantic component must have an ID and a color, other fields are optional. When
assigned to a vertex-based spatial Component, an annotation is created as a label. The ID
of the semantic component is displayed on this label with the appropriate color. When
assigned to a planar or volumetric spatial component, the geometric region defined by the
spatial component is colored accordingly to create an annotation as seen in Figure 4 6. A
legend is also displayed to identify colored components on the canvas separately.
We utilize time as a variable to visualize annotations, in a chronologically ordered
scene. As shown in Figure 4 1, many urban settings contain visible objects from different
eras, the user is able to observe annotations of these objects in chronological order by
moving a time slider. As time progresses, relevant annotations simply fade in to the scene
to superimpose the real world images. The annotation is active and visible only for the
interval defined in the associated semantic component. A descriptive text is shown when
the user clicks a specific annotation.
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Figure 4.3: The user observes a 3D model ready to be annotated.
Figure 4.4: Red squares denote user clicked 3D positions. Using these two points and the
position of the virtual camera, a clipping plane is calculated. With this clipping plane the
3D model is divided into two 3D volumetric regions. Green line is the contact region of
these two regions.
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Figure 4.5: A new volumetric region is generated using the same approach in Figure 4 4.
The user clicked points, do not have to be on the same face. As long as they are located
on the model geometry, a new clipping plane is calculated.
Figure 4.6: A final region is added. The created volumetric regions are associated with
semantic components to create annotations. The annotations are presented in different
colors and superimposed over the model.
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Figure 4.7: Our workflow is summarized in three steps. A modelled object can be anno-
tated more than once.
Figure 4.8: A building is photographed from four different angles, two of these are shown
here.
4.3 Case Study
This chapter elaborates on the design choices we have taken. A flow chart demonstrating
our approach can be seen in Figure 4 7. Figure 4 8 through Figure 4 10 demonstrate the
workflow with specific examples.
The first step of our process is capturing and placing images in our scene coordinate
system. This requires GPS and heading data. The minimum required number of images is
one, however capturing 2-5 images from different viewing angles produces better results.
These images will be used as reference images in the application.
The next step is modelling. Reference images serve as background and virtual camera
is translated in order to represent the position of the real camera. The very first building
block for each new object establishes a mapping from scene coordinates to object coor-
Figure 4.9: Modelling process starts with creating and adjusting a reference block. This
block has the same orientation with the building.
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Figure 4.10: Completed model is shown; in this example 6 blocks are used to model the
entire building.
Figure 4.11: After generating volumetric regions as spatial components, four different
annotations are created. These are, from top to down; 2nd Floor, 1st Floor, Ground and
Basement.
dinates. We call this the reference block of the object. This reference block is the root
of the object building block hierarchy. We save the orientation information and use it to
place our model in world coordinates by a simple triangulation process.
The user can also translate the virtual camera to a pre-defined position such as top
view. This is similar to the approaches used by [96]. The user is now able to add new
blocks to the scene using point and shoot analogy. The new block is attached to the
user selected block along the interlocking vector. The interlocking vector is selected by
clicking directly on the building block’s related area. Alternatively a pre-defined vector
can be selected from the GUI.
Further in the workflow, the user starts to annotate the model by first identifying the
geometric region of the annotation. The spatial component can be a point in the scene,
or a polygon on the model. Both of these components can be defined via clicking on the
desired location.
It is also possible to define a volume of the model as spatial component. In order to
define a sub-section of the model as a volume, the user facilitates clipping planes. She
clicks two different points on screen to form a clipping plane. This plane divides the
model into two different volumetric regions. Any number of regions can be created by
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(a) A photograph of a historical
building
(b) Hand drawn lines over the
sketch
(c) Annotated model
Figure 4.12: The real world image(a), is annotated using our workflow(c). The sketch(b)
is provided to subjects as a guideline for annotation task of the user study. Subjects were
expected to label four different layers, namely; steel support, first restoration, second
restoration and new base.
defining additional clipping planes as shown through Figure 4 8 to Figure 4 11. The
volumetric region that lays in between consecutive clipping planes becomes the spatial
component. This process is especially useful for defining layers in stratigraphic studies.
After identifying a spatial component the user assigns a semantic component to com-
plete the annotation process. It is possible to use a pre-defined semantic component or
create a new one. An ID and a color is required for each semantic component. A dia-
log window is used for creating and editing semantic components. This dialog window
contains a color picker in RGB color space and input fields for related text and sliders for
time.
A modelled object can be annotated more than once; i.e. for several users or may be
updated to reflect recent changes.
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4.4 User Study and Discussion
We conducted a preliminary user study to test the ease of use our framework. The users
were asked to model and annotate a historical building, as seen in Figure 4 12. In these
tests, the average task completion time for modelling task is 647 seconds. In this period
of time, users interacted with the touch screen approximately 320 times to model the
building given previously captured images. All users produced usable models which can
be correctly annotated, with 8.3 building blocks on the average.
The average task completion time for annotation is 168 seconds. Users interacted
with the touch screen approximately 36 times to create and label four different volumetric
annotations. Only one, out of eight users, failed to generate these layers correctly. Users
found our framework generally to be user friendly, a score of 4.1 out of 5, 5 being very
user friendly, is received from qualitative questions.
For an average user it takes about 15 minutes from scratch to model and accurately
annotate a building with approximately 10 blocks. 65 percent of all the touch screen inter-
action is navigation through images and menus. Reducing this ratio would result in even
faster task completion times. As a future work, we are looking into multi-modal inter-
faces; voice and sensor-based interaction for simplifying navigation will be investigated.
Each modelling tool has its strengths, some create highly accurate visuals [39] and
some others emphasize on fast modelling [52, 97]. Modelling is essential in our workflow
in order to visualize annotations in a meaningful way. Our modelling flow has a simple
and intuitive interface for modelling in real-time and in the field.
Our volumetric annotation system is most applicable to layer based identification.
This identification method is mainly used in stratigraphy and archaeological studies. It
is possible to include different annotation schemes by simply registering extra clipping
planes for regions.
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Chapter 5
Exploration and Measurement
Outdoor Augmented Reality is a wide research area with a large set of application areas
spanning from defense to entertainment. A key issue is visualization of occluded objects
with highest possible accuracy and preservation of spatial relationships between visible
and rendered objects. A large set of research activities are focused on displaying infor-
mation hidden behind other surfaces such as walls, buildings, and mountains based on
X-ray visualization techniques [63, 98, 68]. We are interested in evaluation of different
visualization techniques providing information on what is hidden beneath other objects
such as floors, streets and terrain.
There are several techniques on exploring existing urban infrastructure and archeo-
logical artifacts such as ground-penetrating radar, radio frequency or electrical-resistance-
tomography and robotic sensors [99, 100, 101, 102]. New and existing pipe networks and
other geo-referenced subterranean data are documented using geographical information
systems. Hence there is a need for in-situ visualization of what is documented on a mobile
device such as a smartphone or tablet in AR fashion.
The visualization of the occluded objects should be done in a comprehensive manner.
A straight forward approach is to utilize careless overlay of virtual objects on top of real
world imagery as in Figure 5.1a. inadvertently this results in a floating effect [67]. On a
similar approach, uniform transparency modulation will result in misleading perception
of the depth order [55]. The viewer needs depth and shape cues as well as clearly vi-
sualized spatial relationships between occluded and the occluding objects to have spatial
awareness.
A recent work on subterranean visualization is the Smart Vidente project [103], which
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Figure 5.1: Visualization of underground pipe networks using different techniques. a)
Careless overlay b) Edge overlay c) Excavation box d) Our proposed multi view tech-
nique.
employs a single view perspective display technique on a handheld device. However
Roberts et al. reports that utilizing 3D single view techniques are not sufficient for visual-
izing complex data [104]. Single view based techniques are weaker for conveying relative
orientations of different layers, when compared to correlating multi views.
In order to create a comprehensible scene, we propose a multi view approach. The
first view is a calibrated 3D virtual scene overlaid on top of camera imagery. This view
can be seen on the upper side of Figure 5.1d, and is referred as the perspective view in our
context. Similar visualizations can be found in several studies in AR domain [105, 106].
Secondly, we generate a cutaway view which visualizes the subterranean layers as
seen in the lower part of Figure 5.1d. In technical illustrations 2D visualization tech-
niques are favored [71, 107, 108]. Cutaway visualization of complex 3D objects are also
investigated in AR context [109]. We perform an orthogonal projection to render a thin
slice of the subterranean data. There are several use cases that form severely different cat-
egories of requirements for X-ray visualization. Some of these categories require highly
precise measurements such as medical imaging or sensitive archaeological excavations;
where others are relatively more relaxed on precision constraints such as maintenance of
urban infrastructure or geocaching.
We have designed a user study to examine and analyze state of the art X-ray visual-
ization techniques’ performance for identifying and comparing vertical depth distances at
medium range. The evaluation of three existing and a proposed X-ray visualization tech-
nique by a comprehensive user study on perceived vertical depths, is our main contribution
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for scene exploration. A further contribution lies in a novel multi view visualization tech-
nique, which allows effortless interaction with subterranean data and tries to maximize
spatial perception while minimally cluttering the view.
5.1 X-Ray Visualization
X-ray visualization techniques are used for viewing occluded objects while preserving
important features in an AR scene. Exploding diagrams, ghosting and cutaways are ex-
amples of such techniques [110, 111]. Bane et al. propose several tools of X-ray vision
to be used in AR context [9]. Avery et al. discusses how overlaying edge features of the
occluding structure would give better depth cues to the viewer and describes three tools
for further improving spatial perception [63]. In our proposed multi-view technique, we
used a similar approach for promoting sense of occlusion for subterranean structures.
There are a number of X-ray visualization techniques addressing subsurface occlusion
problems. Shall et al. introduces an excavation tool inspired from magic lens techniques
[64] that virtually digs the ground letting viewer to see underground pipes [106]. This
technique requires viewer to be close to the location to effectively perceive the hidden
structure (see Figure 5.1). In other words it suffers from the long-flat view problem de-
scribed in [66]. Zollman et al. employs ghosting techniques for solving single layer
occlusion problems between surface and the infrastructure system [67]. Panoramic im-
ages are used from the viewed site for calculating a ghostmap, then use features on this
map to preserve the above ground context. Although they demonstrate occlusion clearly
for a single layer of subsurface system, in the real world subsurface systems may consist
of multiple layers that are occluding each other.
Occluded geometry visualization is studied extensively in AR domain. A careless
overlay of occluded geometry as seen in Figure 5.1a, is not sufficient for visualizing these
objects [67]. Previous studies enhance the scene by employing X-ray visualization via
using Ghostmaps or simple edge-overlay techniques to give the sense of occlusion while
visualizing hidden geometry [63, 55]. Figure 5.1b presents an edge overlay technique.
Detected edges of the background image are overlaid on top of infrastructure pipes. This
technique provides user a depth cue for occluded objects. However the user is not supplied
with any focus cues. In Smart Vidente project, researchers utilized a dig box, to present
focused visualization for an excavation site. We implemented a similar visualization that
can be seen in Figure 5.1c. The rendering of underground objects is restricted to the
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volume covered by this rectangular excavation box. In this work flow, the excavation box
is created and fixed to user defined geo-location. This technique is tailored for examining
a specific excavation location [106].
5.2 Absolute Vertical Depth Judgments
Distance judgments have been investigated heavily both in AR and VR domain [62, 56].
There are also studies that report X-Ray visualization’s effect on depth perception [63].
One of the common focus of these studies is the experiments were done to investigate hor-
izontal distance judgments; “how far away the objects from the observer?” As an object
moves along the Z axis, two main difficulties may arise, namely perspective distortion and
long flat view problems. The perspective distortion problem can be defined as the optical
illusion of projecting a distant large object and nearby smaller object to similar screen
areas. Long flat view problem is caused when viewing flat virtual objects at a distance
[66, 56].
On the other hand, vertical depth distance is a fairly under-investigated topic, espe-
cially for fully occluded geometries. We believe, the main issue worthy of further inves-
tigation in underground X-ray visualization domain is vertical depth judgments:
• Are state of the art methods, perceptually and numerically accurate for estimating
vertical depths? Moreover, do they have estimation tendencies, such as over or
under estimation? Furthermore, are these tendencies in line with horizontal distance
estimations reported in recent studies?
Another key issue is to examine observers’ ability to compare multiple vertical distances.
We believe depth cues provided by current methods are not designed for this purpose.
And there is a need for careful design and implementation process focused on this topic.
Hence, we propose a multi-view technique with depth cues that allows the observer to
investigate both absolute and relative vertical depths by focusing on the following ques-
tions:
• Are state of the art methods, perceptually and numerically accurate for comparing
two vertical distances? Can a multi-view approach improve comparative vertical
depth judgments? Is a multi-view method more suitable for applications requiring
exact judgments?
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Figure 5.2: Absolute Vertical Depth Judgment experiment: Each participant performs six
estimations for vertical position of the pipe Bi, where i ∈ 1...6 (25 to 100cm).
In order to answer these questions, we have conducted two experiments: An absolute
(non-comparative distance judgments) and a comparative judgment experiments.
5.2.1 Absolute Vertical Depth Judgment Experiment Setup and Task
The experiment took place outdoors where users were shown underground pipes via a
mobile phone mounted on a tripod. Underground pipes were placed about horizontally 3
meters away from the participant. The pipes had varying vertical depth distances to the
ground between 25cm and 100cm. The pipes with 20cm diameters were shaded with red
color. The localization was done via marker that was placed on the ground. Independent
values for this experiment are as the following:
• Observers: We have experimented with 60 undergrad or graduate university stu-
dents of which 28 were female and 32 were male. Height difference between ob-
servers was an issue of concern when they were asked to judge vertical distances.
To overcome height variance and disparities in viewing angles between observers,
we utilized a tripod in the experiment setup; fixing the viewing position and angle.
• Viewing conditions: Observers were presented with one of the three visualization
techniques; careless overlay, edge overlay, dig-box. Each visualization technique
had been observed by 20 participants. For each of the techniques, we supplied
some verbal clues: For careless overlay, we have acknowledged that the pipes are
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Figure 5.3: Absolute vertical depth judgments were plotted against actual distances. Each
technique has a vertical offset in the plot for clarification.
underground objects. For dig box technique, participants were supplied with the
real world dimensions of the virtual dig box (2 by 5 meters). No additional training
was given other than these clues.
• Absolute Vertical Depth: For each observation, participants were shown a single
underground pipe and were asked to evaluate the pipe’s vertical distance to the
ground as in “how deep is this pipe buried?” We define this distance as the egocen-
tric vertical distance. 6 vertical depth values; 25, 30, 37.5, 62.5, 65 and 100 cm
were shown to the participant, one at a time.
An illustration of this experiment’s setup can be seen in Figure 5.2. The vertical
depths of the pipes were selected manually, to span medium range values. To prevent pre-
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Figure 5.4: From left to right, sample scenes are visualized via careless overlay, edge
overlay and excavation box techniques for absolute vertical depth judgment experiment.
sentation order effects, we have designed a between subject experiment [61]. Observers
reported judged distances verbally. Each observation was normalized as judged distance
/ realdistance . We have also calculated absolute errors as ||judged distance- realdistance ||
to be used in ANOVA.
5.2.2 Absolute Vertical Depth Judgment Experiment Results
We have run two-way ANOVA allowing us to analyze effects of each technique over
different settings and questions, using absolute error values. The visualization techniques
have significant effect over judged distance and each technique is statistically different
than others ANOVA produced p-value = 1•10-6, F = 20.44.
In Figure 5.3 each technique’s performance is visualized and compared against actual
values. We have normalized the answers as judged distance / real distance then removed
outliers via a z-test. As expected, the careless overlay was the least performer with a mean
value of 2.77. Next, edge overlay group ended up with a 1.65 mean. Dig box participants
performed significantly better than two previous techniques with a mean of 0.98. Variance
within groups also reveals significant data, careless overlay and edge overlay groups pro-
duced 2.52 and 1.12 standard deviation, hinting in high variance. Dig box group showed
the least value for standard deviation as 0.26. It is worth mentioning that careless and
edge overlay observations were extremely overestimated by almost a factor of 2. The
only perceptually sound technique from the three was dig-box. This was expected as the
other two methods did not provide any depth cues. Although, overlaid edges made the
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pipes look underground, they did not hint in how deep the objects were. Participants in
dig-box group, utilized the back side of the box, where the pipes cut through and used it to
estimate better results. In light of these findings, it is possible to report dig-box method is
suitable for absolute depth judgments. However the question of comparative depth judg-
ments still remains open. In order to test our claim that a multi-view technique would be
suitable for comparative analysis, we designed the following method.
Figure 5.5: “above” and “under” planes are placed in an empty scene. An edge overlay is
drawn to denote ground plane. a) front view, b) “above” and “under” touching, c) “under”
plane at a depth of four meters directly beneath the “above” plane.
Figure 5.6: Clipping sphere used for focus preservation through information filtering. a)
Focused on red pipe layer. b) Focused on the area between the layers. c) Focused on blue
pipe layer.
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Figure 5.7: 2D clipping for edge overlay. Clipping circle’s size is determined via the
anchor object’s position in screen space. Focus region is larger when the anchor is closer
to the user.
5.3 Multi-view visualization
We utilize a two view approach; a perspective overlay with focused context preservation
and an orthographic slice view. These views consistently visualize the same data with
shape cues correlating with each other. During the exploration process, single view ap-
proach often leads to misinterpretation of the underlying data [104]. By displaying the
same data using different techniques and from different angles; viewers are encouraged to
match correlated elements. This approach may be used to overcome the depth perception
short comings of three point perspective visualizations.
A cutaway slice of the infrastructure that lay immediately below this anchor is dis-
played on the orthographical view. When anchor position changes, both views change in
a consistent manner, in order to keep user engaged to the system. Orthographic visualiza-
tion is a supplementary view to perspective-view for providing user with additional depth
and shape cues which are consistent to the perspective view.
5.3.1 Spherical and Screen Space Clipping
The size of the clipping sphere is significant in preserving focus-context relation. A bigger
sphere enables user to view more information but lose focus, vice-versa, using a smaller
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sphere results in increased focus but loses context. The size of the clipping sphere should
be proportional to the size of the anchor. In our tests we have found double the width of
“under” plane (4 meters) to be a reasonable value.
We perform spherical clipping using a fragment shader. This shader takes the center
of the anchor’s world coordinates as an input. The distance between this position and
the fragment’s computed coordinates is calculated. Then a test compares the distance to
a pre-defined clipping radius. If the distance is smaller the lighting for this fragment is
computed via Phong shading model, otherwise the fragment is discarded as seen in Figure
5.6 .
Similarly, for the edge overlay visualization another fragment shader is utilized. With-
out clipping, this shader is a full screen edge detector using Sobel convolution [112]. To
enable screen space edge overlay clipping, this shader requires 2D screen coordinates
of the anchor as input parameters. If the fragment falls in to the circular area, the edge
detection is computed; otherwise the fragment is again discarded.
Utilizing the focused edge overlay technique; edge detection is only performed on a
specific region as seen in Figure 5.7a and Figure 5.7b. Another upside of this approach is
avoidance of unnecessary computation when compared to full screen edge detection.
5.3.2 Orthographic-View
The orthographic view is generated with an orthographic camera that is positioned facing
the “under” plane. This projection has a very narrow near to far-field range. We employ
this narrow range in order to mimic volumetric cutaway visualization.
Preserving spatial and F+C relationships are crucial for improving user’s perception
of the scene. Users need more clues to understand this pairing. Firstly the existing color
schemes are used to color wire frame representations of the subsurface objects. This
technique helps users understand that the object being cut by the “under” plane is be-
ing visualized in orthographic-view via color matching. Secondly the pulse animation
separates the focused object from rest of the scene similar to [113].
The geometry on this view is rendered in three passes. In the first pass only a wire
frame representation of the objects is rendered. For a pulsing animation effect that empha-
sizes each object’s current slice, the line width is oscillated from to one to twenty pixels
via a sinus curve.
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Second and third passes renders the object with a hatching shader [114]. Second pass
draws back faces with flipped normals. Finally third pass renders the front faces. A
similar multi-pass non photo realistic (NPR) technique is discussed in [115].
This NPR technique is aimed for the use of professional field workers and civil engi-
neers that are familiar with technical illustrations. Considering this fact, we decided to use
a hatching shader [114] for acquiring charcoal sketch like cutaway illustrations. Another
advantage of using a hatching based shader, by drawing hatched lines along the normals
of the object we preserve the sense of geometry on the final image.
5.4 Case Study
5.4.1 AR Application
We employ a mobile AR setup where users explore the underground objects through a
smartphone. Perspective view in our technique is similar to classical mobile AR; video
images from a calibrated camera are used to register and track predefined markers. A cus-
tom marker placed on the ground level is utilized in our experiments and demonstrations.
The virtual objects are then rendered relative to this marker’s position and orientation.
For registration and tracking purposes we have used the Vuforia SDK [88].
We implemented two existing techniques in addition to our proposed one into our
test environment to conduct a comparative analysis. One of them is a commonly used
X-Ray vision technique; edge overlay and the other one is a directly related subterranean
hand held mobile visualization technique similar to excavation box method used in Smart
Vidente project [103, 65]. From Figure 5.8 through Figure 5.10 our sample scenes are
depicted.
In Figure 5.8, a scene with a perpendicular set of pipes, colored red and blue are
placed approximately three meters away from the user. The user views the scene by an
angle of approximately 50 degrees; between the viewing direction and the ground grid.
The red and blue pipes are located 1 and 1.5 meters below the ground respectively. Pipe
networks can be clearly identified with each visualization method; edge overlay (Figure
5.8a), excavation box (Figure 5.8b) and our method (Figure 5.8c). Since edge overlay
method does not have an anchor in the scene, user focus may shift to irrelevant regions.
On the other hand, excavation box allows the user to focus on a specific location. However
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Figure 5.8: Perpendicular blue and red pipes are viewed at a close range. Using a-b) the
spatial relations are ambiguous; c) our method clearly identifies relative positioning via
orthographic view.
Figure 5.9: Two parallel pipes are visualized at a distance. Using a) edge overlay method,
both pipes seem underground, however relational positioning information is lost. b) Blue
pipe is fully occluded by the excavation box. c) Using our method both pipes with their
spatial relation are visualized via multi views.
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Figure 5.10: Parallel red and blue pipes are visualized using three methods. Due to per-
spective projection, the red pipe occludes the blue pipe that is behind. In a-b) blue pipe
cannot be seen, c) our method is able to visualize both pipes in each view.
the box occupies a large portion of the screen and shrouds the camera feed. Our method
preserves focus through selective geometry clipping and selective surface highlighting in
perspective view while minimally cluttering the camera feed.
By examining any one of the images in Figure 5.8, it is possible to deduct that red pipe
is above the blue one. However, the perceived distance between them may be ambiguous.
As seen in Figure 5.8, the orthographic view is used to convey spatial relation information
using our method.
Figure 5.9 demonstrates another sample scene where the focused area is farther away
from the user. In this scenario the explored infrastructure is located roughly 12 meters
away and the viewing angle is 30 degrees with respect to the ground grid. In Figure
5.9a, our interested region covers a small portion of the screen. Similarly, in Figure 5.9b,
excavation box technique allows only the red pipe to be seen. We can also see the long
flat view effect on this image as the box is located at a distance. This issue makes the
exploration process harder to perform effectively. In our method, orthographic view’s
fixed size ensures that the pipes have a constant size regardless of their distance. User can
perceive the positional relations of the pipes by examining the orthographic view (Figure
5.9c).
Lastly, two sets of pipes are displayed in Figure 5.10. In Figure 5.10a and Figure
5.10b the blue pipe is hidden behind the red one. The pipes are located 8 meters away
from the user and the viewing angle is around 30 degrees. Our method provides the user
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Figure 5.11: Touch based interactions translates the anchor a) along the viewing direction,
b) through the ground.
the ability to explore both sets of pipes in perspective as well as the orthographic view. In
perspective view spherical clipping removes part of the red pipe geometry on the left side
of the image revealing underlying blue pipe. Orthographic view is also able to visualize
the two distinct pipe sets (Figure 5.10c).
The effectiveness of edge overlay visualizations depends on input camera image fea-
tures. Almost no edges are present at the lower part of Figure 5.10a. Thus, sense of
occlusion is lost. In perspective view of our method the surface occlusion sense is pre-
served through overlaying a ground grid as a fall back mechanism.
Through these sample scenes, we have investigated the advantages of our multi view
technique over previous methods where they may fail to visualize spatial relations of un-
derground infrastructure. Moreover, our technique is not limited to underground infras-
tructure visualization and applicable to many other layered structure visualization. For
instance, electricity cables, water pipes or foundation inside a building can be explored.
Providing a slice view allows the viewer inspect the inner geometry that otherwise would
be hidden.
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5.4.2 Interaction
One to one motion mapping from user actions to objects in 3D space can be achieved
using 3D input devices such as VR gloves. For the desktop environment, these interac-
tions are mimicked using keyboard and mouse paradigm. However, on modern mobile
devices the user interfaces are mostly limited to touch based interaction. Thus, deriving
3D translations from 2D touch interactions may be problematic.
While user’s position and orientation are being tracked via a marker, she can also trig-
ger two separate touch based interactions. In order to create an egocentric visualization,
the anchor’s position is fixed on the X axis in camera space. This assures the anchor will
always be in the center of the screen horizontally.
When the viewer rotates the device around the Y axis, the anchor will still be in front
of the user on the perspective-view. However since the underlying scene is also rotated
accordingly, the user will be exploring the desired location.
For second and third interactions the screen space is divided into two. If the user
touches and drags her finger on the perspective view, the anchor pair is moved closer or
further away along the viewing direction (see Figure 5.11).
Similarly user interaction on top of the orthographic view, translates bottom part of
the anchor, along the Y axis through the ground. This interaction causes the “under” plane
to shift into the ground. The “above” plane is left on the surface to reflect “under” plane’s
relative position on the ground (see Figure 5.5).
5.5 User Study
In order to test our multi-view technique’s perceptual validity, we included it in our abso-
lute vertical depth experiment with an additional 20 subjects. Before the experiment, we
informed the participants of “above” and “under” planes’ functionality, as well as their
corresponding real world sizes (1 by 2 meters each). The results can be seen in Figure
5.12 where we compare multi-view and dig box techniques. Multi view group partici-
pants had a mean of 1.03 and a standard deviation of 0.18. Participants’ mean was similar
to dig box technique; however the variance between users were smaller. Similar to dig
box, multi-view technique is suitable for non-comparative vertical depth analysis since it
provides a depth cue for the occluded geometries in the scene.
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Figure 5.12: Absolute vertical depth judgments were plotted against actual distances for
digbox and multi-view techniques.
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Figure 5.13: Comparative Vertical Depth Judgment experiment: Each participant is asked
to identify the relative vertical distance between the red pipe b and the blue pipe Di, where
i ∈ 1...6 .
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Figure 5.14: From left to right, sample scenes are visualized via careless overlay, edge
overlay, excavation box and multi-view techniques for comparative vertical depth judg-
ment experiment.
5.5.1 Comparative Vertical Depth Judgments
5.5.1.1 Experiment Setup and Task
The exocentric experiment was designed to evaluate the relative spatial perceptiveness of
each given technique. Underground pipes were placed about horizontally 3 meters away
from the participant. The pipes had varying vertical depth differences between 12.5cm
and 50cm. The pipes with 20cm diameter were shaded with red and blue colors. This
experiment was done right after the absolute vertical depth one using the same physi-
cal setup, however this time the observers were asked to provide verbal judgments on
exocentric vertical depths.
Between subjects design was also used for this experiment. Experiment’s setup and
sample images can be seen in Figures 5.13 and 5.14, respectively.
• Observers: All the observers from the absolute vertical depth experiment (60) plus
the multi view technique’s observers (20) were used in this experiment.
• Viewing conditions: Observers were presented with one of the four visualization
techniques; careless overlay, edge overlay, dig-box and multi view. Each visualiza-
tion technique had been observed by 20 participants.
The experiment task can be described in two steps:
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Correct % Careless overlay 85.96 Edge overlay 78.94 Dig box 96.29 Multi view 100
Table 5.1: Participants are asked to order two non-intersecting underground pipes. Values
represent the percentage of correct ordering for each technique.
1. Vertical Ordering: For each observation, participants were shown a pair of under-
ground pipes. For 3 different pairs, shown one pair at a time, participants were
asked to identify the shallower pipe.
2. Exocentric Vertical Depth: In the second step, participants were asked to judge ex-
ocentric vertical depths. Exocentric vertical depth is defined as the relative vertical
distance between the two pipes. The first pipe’s depth was always kept at 100 cm.
The second pipe was placed at varying depths of 112.5, 115 and 150 cm. The depth
values were chosen manually to span medium range values.
5.5.1.2 Experiment Results
Similar to absolute vertical depth experiment, two-way ANOVA over absolute error val-
ues for exocentric experiment shows visualization techniques have significant effect over
judged distance and each technique is statistically different than others. ANOVA pro-
duced p-value = 1•10-7, F = 13.21 .
Results for the first step of our exocentric experiment are summarized in Table 5.1.
Edge overlay was the worst performer with 78.94% correct answers, followed by careless
overlay with 85.96%. Dig box and multi view techniques produced highest percentages
for correct answers, where dig box technique’s percentage was 96.29; none of the par-
ticipants in multi view technique group gave a wrong ordering for the pipes, resulting a
100% of correct answers.
For the second step of the exocentric experiment, results are presented in Figure 5.15.
Careless overlay is again the least performer with a mean of 2.2 and standard deviation
of 1.51. Participants in edge overlay group produced 1.35 and 0.72 as mean and standard
deviation respectively. Similar to previous experiments dig box and multi view technique
turned out to be the best results. Dig box participants averaged 1.07 where multi view
technique participants produced 0.99 as mean value. Their standard deviations are 0.34
and 0.19 respectively.
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Figure 5.15: Plots for each technique‘s average results are shown for exocentric experi-
ment.
Under % Exact % Over % Careless overlay 31 3 65 Edge overlay 28 7 63 Dig box 40 24
35 Multi view 25 25 49
Table 5.2: Percentages of participants’ distance estimations over techniques are given.
Careless and edge overlay techniques are dominated with overestimated answers where
dig box answers show underestimation. Majority of participants in multi view technique
gave
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Under % Exact % Over % Careless overlay 10 23 66 Edge overlay 27 30 42 Dig box 37
29 33 Multi view 16 54 29 Table 5 3:
Table 5.3: Percentages of participants’ distance estimations over techniques are given.
Careless overlay, edge overlay and multi view techniques tend to have overestimated re-
sults in general. On the other hand, dig box answers are more likely to be underestimated.
Binary Questions Occluded Perception Absolute Vertical Comparative Vertical Careless
overlay Edge overlay Dig box Multi view
Table 5.4: Sample use cases are shown for X-ray visualization techniques.
5.6 Discussion
5.6.1 Estimation Tendency
We have compared each technique’s estimation tendencies, divided into three categories;
underestimation, exact result and overestimation. All observations were normalized as
judged distance / real distance . Values between 0.98 and 1.02 were accepted ad exact
results. Values smaller than 0.98 were analyzed as underestimated and values larger than
1.02 were analyzed as overestimated.
Table 5.3 and Table 5.2 summarizes estimation results as percentages of all answers
for comparative and non-comparative experiments. In general, participants in careless
overlay and edge overlay groups overestimated the distances in both experiments. On the
other hand, dig box participants gave underestimated results over-all. In non-comparative
experiment multi view technique participants overestimated the distances generally, how-
ever in exocentric experiment majority of the participants gave an exact answer.
Ellis reported the X-ray condition caused a bias of depth judgments towards the user
[116]. In our experiments when comparing the number of overestimated answers to un-
derestimated ones, only dig box technique produced results showing underestimation. In
our opinion, this is due to the fact that dig box removes the occlusion with the ground
plane, replacing it with its own geometry. Thus results show classic underestimation in
augmented reality rather than overestimation in X-ray visualization techniques.
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5.6.2 Precision Scenarios
We can group use cases according to their precision requirements. Medical applications
and sensitive archeological excavations demand high precision. Other use cases such as
urban infrastructure maintenance require medium precision. We can also mention a fur-
ther category that requires significantly lower precision where only the general area of
object is relevant. In example the answer to the question “is there any underground fiber
optics cable passing through a given street?” falls in to the last category. For these kinds
of tasks edge overlay or even careless overlay prove to be useful. Another use case can
be described as occlusion perception, where only requirement is to indicate objects are
hidden behind a surface. Techniques other than careless overlay are found to fulfill this
requirement. Our user study shows that for categories requiring medium or high precision
dig box or multi view technique is more suitable. When relative distances are signifi-
cant with high precision, our exocentric experiment shows that the multi view technique
should be preferred, supplying the highest percentage of exact guesses, 54.54%. Table
5.4 summaries proposed use cases for each technique.
5.6.3 Multi View Technique
Multi view technique produced 1.03 and 0.99 mean values for non-comparative and com-
parative experiments, also in the exocentric ordering case it lead to 100% correct answers.
Accordingly, it is possible to state the multi view technique is perceptually sound. These
findings are also in line with our hypothesis that supplying multiple views with corre-
lating visualization improves spatial perception. We can also argue that high number of
exact guesses for multi view technique is due to the secondary orthographic view. As this
view transforms the correlating top perspective view to a 2D-solvable visualization, par-
ticipants were able to judge relative distances exceptionally well, resulting in high spatial
perception.
In general, participants judged distances with higher precision in comparative than
non-comparative experiment. For each group exocentric experiment answers resulted
in smaller variance and better or similar means. Dig box participants performed better
when the underground pipe was placed closer to the top, middle and the bottom of the
box. In these cases participants were able to judge distances more precisely utilizing the
box’s own dimension as a depth cue. The proposed multi view technique participants
took advantage of multi view based approach and utilized the fixed size of under plane as
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well as the grids in secondary view as depth cues for judging distances more accurately.
The multi view technique was able to pull away from other techniques by producing the
highest number of exact guesses as can be seen in Table 5.3.
One of the limitations of multi view technique is the fixed panel size (1 by 2 meters).
For precise exocentric comparisons the relative distance should be smaller than panel size,
such as the values used in our exocentric experiment. This limitation can be overcome
by providing a panel size that fits the physical environment that is being inspected. It is
also possible to let the user change the panel size in runtime via specific user interaction.
In this case the orthographic view would also be scaled to match the panel dimensions,
allowing precise comparisons.
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Chapter 6
Discussion
We have decomposed AR scenes into key components (device, target(s) and task) and
first discussed their interrelations and then presented several case studies for aiding pro-
fessionals in the field.
The relation between devices and targets can be used to gather insight for using ap-
propriate localization approaches. We have proposed a basic transitional framework that
allows annotating multiple objects through optimal tracking techniques and using a tran-
sitional approach, we provide smooth switches between states.
Through rapid modelling case study, we aim to provide an image based work flow for
modelling geographical sites, architectural area, and cultural heritage sites.
Annotation editing is a general concept and found in many subfields of AR. Using un-
derlying 3D models, it is possible to generate, modify and append semantic information
in a volumetric manner. Especially in cultural heritage cases, augmenting these volumet-
ric regions with semantic information can produce temporal annotations that is important
for recognizing the history of given scene.
Our modeling and annotation workflow is also practical in the sense that it provides
compartmentalization for AR field studies. There may be several users only tasked with
acquiring initial images for localization process. Then an expert can use the framework
to model the objects in the scene. Another expert can be tasked with creating annotations.
Finally the deployed scene can be viewed by any user or expert in the field.
Environmental factors have also importance in AR scenes. Growing vegetation, chang-
ing seasons, weather conditions even time of day can deteriorate localization and viewing
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performance. We have shown that our workflow is robust in this sense as annotations
created in daylight can be viewed in night time.
Scene exploration is another crucial task where professionals can examine a scene
before the work is even undertaken. We demonstrate an egocentric visualization that
leaves the control to the user in the field and allows viewing subterranean geometry that
is normally hidden from the naked eye.
This visualization paired with a secondary cutaway view allows users to make precise
measurement of vertical distances between objects in the scene. Our user study suggest
that this secondary view enhances the measurement accuracy. This user study has also
given insight for practical usage scenarios for each of the X-Ray visualization techniques.
AR technology and capabilities tend to change rapidly, however we believe the rela-
tion between scene components and the practical advantages their analysis provide are
valuable. Moreover, we have chosen case studies as diverse as possible in order to cover
a wide range of professional field studies. We believe our research is extendible to a vari-
ety of field studies for disciplines including but not limited to: Archaeology, architecture,
cultural heritage, tourism, stratigraphy, civil engineering, and urban maintenance
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